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Pastor HJ Sean Moon
Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!
The King’s Report – January 1, 2021

Good morning folks! Welcome to the King’s Report! Today is Friday January 1st 2021, 11th year
of Chongi, 11th month and 18th day. Friday January 1st 2021 by the solar calendar, by the way,
by the Roman calendar.
Folks, check out the new one of the new Grim Reaper shirts of the “Save America” collection
(The King introduces his shirt that has the scripture from Corinthians 15:” Death, where is thy sting?
Grave, where is thy victory?”)
These messages are powerful as we march on to save the republic and stand with God on the
right side of history.
As we build our way towards January 6th, let's hear “The Battle Hymn in the Republic,” which was
one of the battle songs in the Civil War! Let's hear it and let's give glory unto God!
[Music] Song: The Battle Hymn of the Republic
Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord;
He is trampling out the vintage where the grapes of wrath are stored;
He hath loosed the fateful lightning of His terrible swift sword;
His truth is marching on.
Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!
Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!
Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!
His truth is marching on.
I have seen Him in the watch-fires of a hundred circling camps;
They have builded Him an altar in the evening dews and damps;
I can read His righteous sentence by the dim and flaring lamps,
His day is marching on.
I have read His fiery gospel writ in rows of burnished steel!
"As ye deal with my condemners, so with you My grace shall deal!
Let the Hero, born of woman, crush the serpent with his heel, "
Since God is marching on.
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In the beauty of the lilies Christ was born across the sea,
With a glory in His bosom that transfigures you and me;
As He died to make men holy, let us die to make men free!
While God is marching on

All right folks, we are back, after we sang the Civil War song “The Battle Hymn in the Republic,”
and I love that phrase in there when it talks about Christ and his glory (Singing)
With a glory in His bosom that transfigures you and me;
As He died to make men holy, let us die to make men free!
While God is marching on
Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!
Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!
Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!
And God is marching on.
I love that section especially with the Christ section, where it talks about that point! It's such a
powerful spirit, and you have to the right spirit. I hate how the newer versions, they take that
out. They say, “As He died to make men holy, let us live to make men free! That's not what the
original word said! The original said,” As He died to make men holy, let us die to make men free!
See, in times of war, one has to make the commitment that they will transcend death with the
cause of fighting evil, and that even though they die they will be victorious. There has to be that
spirit! If there's not that spirit, you can't defeat the enemy! And that's in the end, why the devil
hates Christian warriors, or warriors in Christ, because we have that spirit. We have the spirit
that you can kill the body- as the Scripture said, “Don't fear those who kill the body… rather, fear
him who is able to destroy both soul and body in hell.”(Matthew 10:28)
That's whom we should fear! Not those who can destroy and kill the body.
And that transcendence of the fear of death is what's important. That's why on the shirt, it says,
“Death, where is thy sting? Grave, where is thy victory?” That's a scripture right there: 1
Corinthians 15:55. The point is: we're talking to the Grim Reaper saying, Death, where is thy
sting? Grave, where is thy victory?” Because Christ has overcome the grave, and Christ has
reigned victorious over sin, and Christ has reigned victorious over death and from death to life
we have been resurrected. We've been brought back from death to life.
We've been living in the death of sin, living in the death of fear, living in the death of evil! Now
through Christ, we live in the life of goodness, we live in the Will of God; we live in the light of
God. For He said He is “the light of the world!”
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So, it's that spirit, you see. If you change that to:”As He died to make men holy, let us live to make
men free!” No! No! That's not a warrior spirit! I hate it; I hate how the modern versions change
that into a beta male spirit, into this beta spirit. It said, “As He died to make men holy, let us die to
make men free!” It said” let us die to make men free! That's what it said.
And, that spirit is willing to die! Why because our mortality is what brings the most fear to us;
it's what paralyzes us from living and from being completely one in the Will of God. It
paralyzes us! The fear of mortality paralyzes us! Now, Christian warriors, Rod of Iron Kingdom
of God, Peace Police Peace Militia men and women, should have overcome the fear of death.
That's why we do things that are dangerous, because it's an exercise in overcoming the fear of
death.
We learned that theologically, but then we also learned that practically:
*by parachuting out of airplanes at ten thousand feet or whatever it is;
*by riding motorcycles, instead of the safety of a cage- in a cart; at times obviously, when it’s
colder you got to ride a car;
*by doing the training in combat arts, which make us stronger and makes us aware of the reality
of how fast we can be killed and how fast a person can be killed. Thus that stimulates us to have
layers of defense, not only to defend ourselves, but to defend others as well.
We were talking about it on New Year’s Eve yesterday with our children. I was telling them
that God gives us the Commandments, and He condenses the Ten Commandments into the
Two Commandments which are, “Thy shall love the Lord Thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind; and thy shall love thy neighbor as thyself.” (Matthew 22:37-39)
See, “Love God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind”: That is a
theological thing; that is a theological relationship. One has to deepen oneself in a godly
priesthood so- to- speak, in godly ministry, in godly theological reflection and study, and have
that relationship deepen. The more we are in the Word so- to- speak theologically we can get
deeper; as long as we're not doing it to show off to people, but we're doing it in fact to know the
heart of Jesus, the heart of Christ! So that's one theological realm!
But “love thy neighbor,” loving thy neighbor, it's not a theological thing! Loving your neighbor
and defending your neighbor is what? Political action! It's political action, because what is the
strongest way you defend your neighbor? It’s by stopping the commies; by stopping the
communists from taking over the nation.
Communism as Satanism is the most dangerous cult and religion. Socialism, communism,
political Satanism is the most dangerous cult, because unlike any religious cult, or religious
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movement that they call “cults,” politics affects everyone! Religions only affect the people that
are in there, whether for good or for bad. But politics affects everybody! You see?
They might always want to try to demonize religion, especially Christianity, and denominations
of Christianity, but in fact the socialist communist cult is the most dangerous cult on the planet,
because it uses and exercises force to get about its will, which is power. It's secular, it's atheist,
so it doesn't have Judeo-Christian morals that believe in human rights. It doesn't protect human
rights at all, and does everything to exercise power, and on top of that it affects everyone, to
your grandma, grandpa, to the person living isolated on a farm and off the grid in freaking
hinterlands; it affects everyone forcefully!
By the way, folks, Tucker Carlson gave a tremendous scintillating speech at the Turning Point
USA Charlie Kirk conservative young people's event. Amazing! He gave a great lecture and he
was saying, “You know, don't go into college and fall into a debt trap!” He was basically saying
exactly what we were saying. He was saying, “Get married early, younger than you can think,”
in the sense that you get married earlier like in your teens, “get married early, younger than
anybody said.” And then he said, “Have lots of kids, more than you can afford, and then apply
for jobs that you think you're unqualified for!”
www,realclearpolitics.com/video/2020/12/21/full_speech_tucker_carlson_speaks_at_
turning_point_usas_2020_student_action_summit.html Tucker Turning Point USA, 2020
Just hit life running! Is it going to hurt? Yeah! But is it going to be a ride? Yes! Is it going to be a
challenge? Yes! But is it going to be epic? Yes! HIT LIFE RUNNING! That's why I love the Rod of
Iron Riders videos! They're saying: HIT LIFE RUNNING! Let's get that one with the intense
music, and play a clip with that real quick.
But before we do that, hit me up, folks, with #rod of iron kingdom, #rod of iron kingdom!
(Short video of the R/I Riders with the Grim Reaper face) All right, folks! I hope that got you
pumped! Hit me up with the # rod of Iron Kingdom, if you have not done so already.
Hit me up with the #596 as we remember True Father's victory of the death camp, the 7
Deaths & Resurrections, all the Father’s suffering.
*True Father was imprisoned under North Korean communism;
*he was imprisoned under Japanese colonialism, which was totalitarian tyranny and a
centralized governmental tyranny;
*he was imprisoned under South Korean government. The commie churches, the leftist
churches, hated the fact that people were gathering and were listening to Father, so then they
colluded with the centralized government in South Korea to imprison him in South Korea.
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So
*he's been imprisoned under the commies in North Korea
*he's been imprisoned under the political Satanists in Japan’s colonialism, because he was a
freedom fighter and
*he was imprisoned under the South Korean commies,
*then he was imprisoned in America. Although it was a Reagan administration, of course it was
the leftists that were pushing that powerfully and strongly. I mean Father fought for Reagan
tremendously; tremendously!
But again, hit me up with # 596! # 596, as we reminisce on Father in the death labor camp!
Oh my gosh! Who is that Korean gentleman who's not in our movement, but he's connected
somehow, and he gave an incredible lecture? Professor Ahn? That professor gave a tremendous
lecture on the Korean War! We’ve got to have him back! He had pictures of the Heungnam
death camp; he had aerial footage of the Heungnam death camp! I got to get some of that
footage, and play it!
My gosh! That footage was unbelievable! You could see the mountain range, you could see the
death camp and the port city; you could see it there! And to think, “Wow! Our Father, True
Father, the Returning Christ, who gave us the Constitution, that gives us true liberty and
freedom, an armed society, checks and balances beyond the U.S. Constitution, freedom and
responsibility; you know our Father who gave us all those blessings and fruits of the Kingdom
of God, was in that death camp, and he was suffering! He was suffering for years in that death
camp; years, slaving away, shoveling nitrate, and doing whatever they told him to do, for years
and years! I'm not talking about 365 days!
Oh! Wow! Look at that! We got the clip! Look at that! Wow! Look at that, folks! Yeah, yeah,
yeah! This is it! Look at that! Yes! Oh my gosh! Look at that! That is where our Father was, folks!
Oh my Lord, have mercy!! # 596! Come on! Hit me with #596! Hit me up with a # I will never
forget, # I will never forget. # 596 and then you can do another one: hit me up with # I will
never forget! Look at that, folks!
Okay! I think we passed the aerial photos; that was very nice. But you all saw that, right?
Wasn't that amazing? That was amazing! See, that was actual aerial footage!
True Father could have been in those buildings that we're watching right now! Who knows!
When they are flying over and taking shots - look at the mountain range behind; see that - he
could be in one of those buildings, folks, as a young man- Father was in his 30s. Wow! He could
be in one of those buildings, right now as we speak, folks, as we go back in time and reminisce!
That's why reminiscing is so important! Wow! He could be in one of those buildings! Look at
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that! He could be in one of those buildings, in the death camp slaving away, bleeding and
sweating and being tortured!
Wow! That's heavy folks! That's heavy!
That's why we have to say this from 1 Corinthians 15:” Death, where is thy sting? Grave, where
is thy victory?” We have to have total commitment, and we have to have total bravery, even
though we're not perfect and even though sometimes we falter, and even though sometimes we
feel trepidation, hesitation and fear. But we must not let that fear rule over us, folks!
We must reign victorious. The Bible says, “No weapon formed against thee shall prosper” (Isaiah
54:17) “In all these things we are more than conquerors through him that loved us”) Romans
8:37) We have to stand strong! And we can only do that with the Spirit of God that allows us to
transcend the fear of mortality and the fear of death! “Death, where is thy sting? Grave, where is
thy victory?”
Hit me up with # overcome death with God; #overcome death with God; # overcome death
with God! Amen! Amen! Amen! Amen! Amen! Praise God Almighty!
All right, folks! Well, let's go to our rhema today. We are in Titus Chapter 1 on the 1st day of
2021, and let's take a look at this.
Salutation
1 1 Paul, a servant of God, and an apostle of Jesus Christ, according to the faith of God's elect, and the
acknowledging of the truth which is after godliness; 2 In [1] hope of eternal life, which God, that cannot
lie, promised before the world began; 3 But hath in due times manifested his word through preaching,
which is committed unto me according to the commandment of God our Saviour; 4 To Titus, mine own
son after the common faith: Grace, mercy, and peace, from God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ our
Saviour.
Qualifications of Elders and Bishops
5 For this cause left I thee in Crete, that thou shouldest set in order the things that are wanting, [2] and
ordain elders in every city, as I had appointed thee:
6 If any be blameless, the husband of one wife, having faithful children not accused of riot or
unruly. 7 For a bishop must be blameless, as the steward of God; not selfwilled, not soon angry, not given
to wine, no striker, not given to filthy lucre; 8 But a lover of hospitality, a lover of good men, [3] sober,
just, holy, temperate; 9 Holding fast the faithful word as [4] he hath been taught, that he may be able by
sound doctrine both to exhort and to convince the gainsayers. 10 For there are many unruly and vain
talkers and deceivers, specially they of the circumcision: 11 Whose mouths must be stopped, who subvert
whole houses, teaching things which they ought not, for filthy lucre's sake. 12 One of themselves, even a
prophet of their own, said, The Cretians are alway liars, evil beasts, slow bellies. 13 This witness is true.
Wherefore rebuke them sharply, that they may be sound in the faith; 14 Not giving heed to Jewish fables,
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and commandments of men, that turn from the truth. 15 Unto the pure all things are pure: but unto
them that are defiled and unbelieving is nothing pure; but even their mind and conscience is
defiled. 16 They profess that they know God; but in works they deny him, being abominable, and
disobedient, and unto every good work reprobate. [5]

(Reading from a commentary)
1-Paul describes himself as a servant –dulos, slave or bondservant- who has no rights of his own. An
apostle is one sent with commission according to the faith of God's elect.
2-Hence Paul was made an apostle in order to call the elect to faith in Christ by preaching the Gospel to
all men. Titus is sent to set in order the church; the church had been established, but needed to be
organized to function effectively, ordaining elders in every city. They were to be appointed in every city to
rule and teach in the churches. The qualifications listed here are similar to those in 1Timothy 1.
3- *Blameless means without blame or rebuke; it does not mean sinless.
*Husband of one wife, literally a one-woman man; this may preclude those who are divorced and certainly
any who are polygamous.
*Bishop –episcopus- literally overseer shows that the elders mentioned in verse 5 are also bishops.

Do you see that? See, the elders in the church are the bishops! It's not this Catholic hierarchy.
The fathers in the homes are the kings and priests of the home at the family level; they are kings
and priests; the grandfather now becoming a tribal level king.
But the point is- and we talked about it yesterday- all fathers must be able to have kingship
authority. That means that they should be like a good king, a benevolent king, not a tyrannical
king; don't rule as a tyrant in your kingdom. But at the same time don't be a weak king! You got
to be a strong king but a loving king. You’ve got to play that balance well. You have to exercise
the gifts and authority that God has given you and be a good, strong, benevolent, loving king.
Very, very, important!
Train up your children in the defense of the Kingdom, train up your children in the defense of
your neighbor; train up your kingdom in the Peace Police Peace Militia! And of course people
are specialized and you may not be a specialized instructor in the Peace Police Peace Militia, but
you have basic skills that you can impart upon your children; that's the basic foundation, and
then of course they will get more training with other specialized coaches as well.
But let's say you're an engineer. Then you would of course be specializing in engineering and
adding value to the Kingdom by being an engineer. You may not be a combat instructor, right,
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but you will have gone through the combat instruction when you were younger, so that you
know the basics, and you can teach your kids the basics. Thus they would of course continue
with other instructors et cetera et cetera.
But you exercise that kingly authority and a kingly, benevolent, loving but strong rule, and an
authoritative rule in your Kingdom. Don't be a tyrant! Don't be a tyrant! Don't be a tyrant!
All dads out there, grandpas, hit me up with # be strong but not a tyrant! # be strong but not a
tyrant! # be strong and but not a tyrant! Okay, very important!
At the same time, we have to be kings and what? Priests! Priests! That means all of us at the
family level; even though you're not a professional minister so-to-speak, that's not your
livelihood, you may be a construction worker, you may be a teacher, you may be an engineer,
you may be working in an office- whatever the case may be. So you may not be a professional
theologian or professional minister who does that as a job. But you have gone through
theological training, you take your faith seriously, and you take that priesthood seriously that
God's given you; that's why you're a godly man, otherwise you're just a security guard.
You have to also be a priest, so you are a godly man and not just a security guard. You are a
priest of God in the home, and you have to minister to your children to the best of your ability.
Now, does that mean you're the only minister? No! You can have other coaches. You can have
coaches who are ministers in the priesthood of God, who are coaching you; and you should!
That's what's important; here I’m talking about the elders or the bishops or the episcopals.
The Catholic Church is making all these bishops and cardinals, etc, but cardinals and popes
that’s not there in the Bible. But the bishops are like the elders of the church. The elders of the
church are people who understand the theology, people who understand the faith deeply;
people who are a good example, people who are like good shepherds.
It doesn't mean they're perfect or sinless- again as the Bible says. But it means that they are the
elders that have control over the understanding of the faith. We need to grow with people who
understand the faith, who understand God better than us, right. We need to be around good
coaches.
So in the same way, that improves our level of priesthood on the family level, okay; that
increases our level of understanding on the family level. God intended for us, as family
member, to be king and priests, but again that doesn't mean we don't have coaches. We have
coaches in both those realms, and we continue to grow better as a king and grow better as a
priest. Amen!
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Everybody hit me up with # grow every day, #grow every day, # grow every day, #grow every
day! Praise God Almighty! Praise God Almighty!
At the same time there are in the church or in the gathering of God, there are “bishops” or
elders or overseers, who understand the faith deeply. Those are elderly people, older folks who
have been longer in the faith, who are wiser and they're more temperate etc…

(Continuing the commentary reading)
A bishop must be blameless, a steward of God, not self-willed, not prone to anger, not given to wine, not a
striker, not given to filthy looks.”
What does it say here? He's called “steward of God” meaning “God's household servant”; “not striker”
means: he's not a brawler or a fighter. “
Now the brawler or the fighter doesn't mean that he's helpless; this is very different. “Not a
brawler or a fighter” means that he's not picking fights all the time; he is calm. Now, that
doesn't mean he doesn't know how to fight. See, that's very different!
Weak Christians and beta -male Christians and beta male -minister we'll see that and say,
“Look, look, look! See, we're not supposed to fight! We’re not supposed to fight! No! No! Very
different: we talk about it all the time! There is a very big difference between being peaceful and
being helpless. Beta- male Christians believe you should not learn how to fight, and learn how
to protect people, and learn the hard combat where you get beat up, get punched in the mouth,
punched in your head, get choked out. Beta- male Christians, Commie Christians don't believe
you should be able to do that. That's not godly! So in essence they are helpless, and they must
rely on men who know how to do that. You see? You see? So in the end, they have to rely on
men who know how to do that when bad men come and try to do bad things.
Those beta- male Christians are hypocrites, total hypocrites! They're weak hypocrites and
they're scared; they're pissed scared of getting their face punched, and getting their neck choked
by strong men. They're scared of it! That's the reality; that’s the fundamental reality. They are
little cowards; that's reality, okay!
There's a very big difference between not using violence, not picking fights, not hitting people
and being peaceful; and being helpless. Being helpless means you don't know how to do that;
you don't understand that world at all. You are helpless; you are literally helpless!
But a man who knows of combat, who knows of violence, but uses it only for good, he chooses
to be peaceful. See, when he's nice, he's actually doing something of great benevolence; he's
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doing something of virtue. When he's patient and temperate, and he doesn't use those skills
against other people- which he has; he can utterly destroy them- this is peace through strength.
This was Reagan’s whole thing, “Peace through strength!” We have the power to utterly
destroy you as a nation, you terrorist nations! As America we have the power to destroy you
utterly and wipe you out, but we don't because we're exercising peace, and that's a great sign of
our virtues. You see? It's not that America is helpless and trying to exercise peace. That's not
virtue at all; that's just exemplifying your helplessness. Whereas when you have real strength
and the ability to utterly decimate your opponent and your enemy, but through benevolence
you choose to be peaceful and find a peaceful way, you are exercising virtue now! You
understand?
The beta males and the commie Christians don't want you to understand this! That's why they
call us a cult, and they call me a cult leader, because what I tell you is truth; this is truth!
It's truth! If you are not capable of decimating your enemy, but you are practicing peace, you
are not participating in any virtue; you're just simply helpless. And then you have to rely on
people who can do the arts of force when bad things happen! You can't do crap! You are
helpless and you are of course a coward!
That's why in the Rod of Iron Kingdom, the Peace Police Peace Militia is essential and
everybody must be involved in it - meaning everybody is involved in actualizing the
commandment of God, “Love God, love thy neighbor,” which has both a theological dimension,
a political dimension and a sociological dimension. We serve our neighbors; we serve the
people around us as a policeman would, as a military man would, by protecting them. But we
have to have the capabilities to protect them; otherwise we are simply helpless, not strong
people who are exercising peace. You understand, folks?
Very, very, big difference! Very, very, big difference!
If you understand this very important difference as a Kingdom king and priest, and a Kingdom
queen and evangelist, hit me up with # peaceful but not helpless! Yeah! I like that! Hit me up
with # peaceful but not helpless! Hit me up with #peaceful but not helpless! And of course,
smash that “like “button, folks! Smash that “like” button, folks! Smash that “like” button!
Smash that “like” button! Hit that “like” button! That helps us beat the algorithms.
Check the links in the description below! Check out the Rod of Iron Kingdom “Save America”
collection! (Giving a sneak peek on the “Save America” collection with the powerful armor that is
coming in) It fills you with the Word, it fills you with energy, it fills you with the fighting spirit,
and the Holy Spirit! Again: peaceful but not helpless! In the Kingdom of God, kings and queens
are peaceful but not helpless. That is a very big difference!
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That's why, you can tell, when the commie Christians read this, they interpret it to mean
helplessness. And that's not what Christ is! Christ is the captain! He's the war captain of the
Holy Host! Do you understand? He's the war captain that was on the battlefield in Jericho; that
was on the battlefield in Canaan; that was on the battlefield with his prophets and his people!
He came to establish his Kingdom on the earth, but of course found faithlessness and the failure
of the people!
People claim that we say, “Jesus failed.” We don't say, “Jesus failed.” We say, “The people
failed!” You understand? We say, “The people failed!” God still used the crucifixion to bring
spiritual salvation! How is our theology saying that Jesus failed, when we say that through the
cross Jesus brought salvation? But he brought it spiritually! And that's why his Kingdom was
spiritual- until he returns. And that's when his Kingdom will start manifesting physically as
well.
But his people will be a different breed of people, and they will rule the nations with the Rod of
Iron, and they will judge nations as well. “Do you not know we will rule the nations and judge even
the angels?”as Paul says. They will be a different breed. They will not be commie Christians!
They will be strong warrior Christians, that are #peaceful but not helpless, peaceful but not
helpless! In the Kingdom of God, the Rod of Iron Kingdom are peaceful peoples, benevolent
peoples, loving peoples, kind peoples, gentle-hearted peoples, but not helpless.
And if evil rears its ugly head, it can be crushed! It can be crushed! It can be crushed as Christ
crushes the serpent with his heel! Amen! That verse is also in the traditional “Battle Hymn of the
Republic”
I have read His fiery gospel writ in rows of burnished steel!
"As ye deal with my condemners, so with you My grace shall deal!
Let the Hero, born of woman, crush the serpent with his heel, "
Since God is marching on.

Again, folks, it's the New Year on the solar calendar! It's not really the New Year, because the
Bible goes by the lunar, and of course the heavenly calendar goes by lunar, but we'll do it
symbolically.
Do you understand? There's a big difference between being peaceful and being totally harmless.
It’s very, very, different!
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(Commentary)
“Not given to filthy looks, not greedy of financial gain, the elders …”
This is very important! This is one thing I talked about with Sose The Ghost.
www,youtube.com/watch?v=0UQFfpKn69Q&t=2s (Interview 12/15/2020)
He makes his videos that he shares with the MCs and the MC (MotorCycle) culture. He's
basically trying to get the kids out of the gangs and say, “Look! The gangs teach you how to be
a tyrant, and it's bad.”
And of course you can end up getting killed young- most likely. “Get out of the gangs and at
least if you want to have that brotherhood, come into the motorcycle world! Go into an MC,
because in an MC, even though they're not perfect, the MC culture is filled with lots of males
and alpha males that of course love the MCs. If you're more spiritual and you want to go
directly to a ministry, then you can go to Motorcycle Ministries et cetera like, the Rod of Iron
Riders etc.
But the point is: his message is “Get out of the gangs and join the MCs!” They're much better
and they helped change his life too. Why? Because there are a lot of elderly men in there! You're
not only dealing with young little street kids, street punks, you know. You're dealing with older
men, and they're wiser. They're still tough! They can still put a beat down on bad guys or
opponents.
He's one of the great unifiers of the MC world, and I think God has given him that gifting. He’s
trying to say, “Look! Let's put all the beefs aside! Let's transcend those things and let's stand
together with President Trump!” He's an open big Trumper. “Let’s stand with President Trump
and let’s protect this republic!”
You know, because, in the end we don't want people telling us we can't ride or have loud pipes
or whatever the case may be. He's approaching from that angle and he's trying to bring unity,
because a lot of clubs have long -going wars, long- going beefs, and histories of killing one
another. And he says, “Hey look! Let's transcend that! Let's show the youngins that we're elders
in here!
Let’s work together to protect President Trump, and let's work together to save America!
Otherwise all of us are going to be shut down because all of us, we're not going to be able to
gather as alpha males; as they do in Europe. You can't even ride in a pack more than four
people in some countries in Europe. That's how much they hate alpha males, and they try to
destroy the gathering of alpha males together.
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So, the point is: the true Christian is not a beta male socialist commie Christian! The true
Christian is a warrior of God! He is a man like Jesus who is a man and the war captain of the
Holy Host! Hallelujah! He's a war captain! So, the Christian man must be a warrior; must be a
warrior!
The beta- male Christians tell you, “No, no, no! No! Just be nice! We just want to be gentle!”
They don't tell you of the Scriptures that call you a “soldier of God”; that tell you, “You have to
become armed!”
Luke 22 for example it's perfect. “He that has no sword, let him sell his cloak and buy one” (Luke 22:
36)
They don't want to tell you those scriptures! They want to say we are a cult! They say we're
misinterpreting. They say we're taking things out of context, when they're taking things out of
concern, and they're trying to make you into a beta male- which is the reason why you're
probably miserable in that church to begin with, because you know it goes against your nature!
God didn't make you to be a beta male! God made you to be a defender of His kingdom, a
defender of God and a defender of the innocent!
In order to be a defender, you can't be helpless: you have to know the arts of combat. But you
don't use them for evil; you use them only against evil. So again: you are peaceful but not
harmless! You are peaceful, peaceful, but not harmless! #peaceful but not harmless!
Let me know in the description box below, folks! Comment, and share your testimony if you
have a situation where you had to show a bully, you had to show a bad guy, that you are
peaceful but you are not harmless; and God through that, made that bully walk away. If you
have any of those stories share them in the comment box below, so we can get inspiration from
one another.
The Bible says, “Confess your sins one to another” (James 5:16) and that we should strengthen our
bonds together. So if you have a testimony about that where let's say when you were younger or
whatever the case may be, that you stood up to a bully, you stood up to them, and you were
willing to fight, and they backed down. I have those stories!
I have those stories! Once I started martial arts training, the kids knew that I was doing martial
arts, the bullying stopped; the bullying in some areas, it stopped. People did not pick fights
with me, because they knew I did those arts. Once in a while I would have to show, you know,
but I did it more in an educated way with the kids around. So they knew that I would devastate
them. There were kids that tried to pick some stuff with me, just to test a little bit, and then I
would put them down, lock them up, give them a little bit of pain in a good way, and they’d
realize, “Oh crap! We might not do that again!”
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So, those kinds of things, yeah, that happened! But again that's why I wanted to learn those
martial arts; not to hurt people, but to defend myself.
I was abstinent at the time as well. I was protecting my sexual purity too, so think about that!
You're in high school; you don't date and you're keeping your sexual purity! Everybody wants
to make fun of you; everybody wants to say, “You're gay!”Everybody wants to say, “You're this
and that!” The kids want to make fun of you. But they knew that because I was doing the
fighting arts, they shouldn't do that, or they would get their ‘booty’ whooped. So nobody had a
problem with that; nobody had a problem with that!
And I would tell people openly, “In my faith we keep ourselves before marriage; we don't have
sex before marriage, like the Shaolin monks.” That would give me a chance to testify about the
fact that my father was going to bless me in an arranged marriage. I told them straight in high
school; this was high school! I would tell the kids in high school, “I have an arranged marriage.
My father will choose my bride, and I have no problem with that. I look forward to that day
when he chooses. I trust my father!”
You see? I could testify about Father in that way! I could testify about him. One of my best
friends in high school was Italian. Most of my friends were black, but one of them that I hung
around with him was an Italian kid, and he actually wanted to know about the faith; he wanted
to know about the faith. I was not an expert; I was not trained up in apologetics at the time.
I was 16 years old, so it wasn't a deep theological explanation. I don't think I can remember, but
it was just the basics of it, I think, that I shared with him. Anyways, I tried. I was a young kid; I
tried.
The point is that they knew I was peaceful, but they knew I had the ability to whoop their
“ashtray,”and again I was not helpless; I was not helpless. They respected me for that; they
liked the fact that I was not helpless, but that I was capable. But I was peaceful. Now I was a
little edgy at the time. I wasn't totally a gentle man; I wasn't a gentleman. I was edgy, I was a
little rude, and I was a little arrogant and cocky at the time.
But again, the point is: I did all that, but I didn't use the martial arts just to beat up people all the
time, and just use it for the pure fact of bullying people.
Anyways! The point is: if you have those kinds of stories, share those in the comment box
below; share those stories with us as a community, and we'll gain strength from what we learn
from one another, and see, “Oh! I didn't know that brother went through that kind of things!”
Again give me a testimony, if you have some in your life, about that; where through
peacefulness -but you had a good fighting spirit, and you were not helpless- that helped you
overcome or ward off evil or ward off a bully, or whatever the case may be.
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All right folks! Happy New Year on the solar calendar, even though it's not really the heavenly
New Year, but anyways!
Happy New Year! Let's be strong this year! Stand with the President! We'll see you in Lancaster,
and of course we'll also see you on the 6th in DC. Pray for us! Pick up your “Save America” gear,
and put your armor on! Stand in courage, not helplessness! Stand in your training, and become
more of a capable citizen always. And, “Love God, love thy neighbor!”

www,youtube.com/watch?v=4j7w0QOHGlo&t=1237s

